Delta, HIWIN and Tatung Show Taiwan’s Industrial Power

Hannover, Germany

Computers, electronics and semiconductors are Taiwan's most widely known industries in the world, but in the industrial sector, Taiwan has a number of leading companies including Delta Electronics, HIWIN Technology and Tatung company. These companies represented Taiwan at the Hannover Messe showcasing Taiwan's industrial capacities.

On the first day of the Hannover Messe, the Taiwan Machinery Press Conference, organized by the Taiwan External Trade Development Council (TAITRA), invited Delta Electronics, HIWIN Technology and Tatung, three leading companies in Taiwan, to share their advanced technology in industrial applications.

Delta presented its industrial network technology, demonstrating its industrial cloud and network technology. HIWIN Technology introduced its latest Ball Screw technology, including an advanced maintenance forecasting system. HIWIN also presented its micro manufacturing ability, which can engrave more than 5000 Chinese characters in the surface of a single piece of rice rice.

Tatung presented a number of applied industrial applications, in particular its Micro Grid energy technology. Taiwan's Taiping Island and Dongsha Island have successfully deployed this solution and generating drinking water in these two regions by providing electricity via Tatung’s grid solution.
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